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NERVOUS SYSTEM : LEC / 8 

  Physiology of nerves and muscles 

The nervous system is one of the most complicated system of the body in both structure 

and function. It senses physical and chemical changes in the internal and external 

environment, processes them, and then responds to maintain homeostasis. Voluntary 

activities, such as walking and talking, and involuntary activities, such as digestion and 

circulation, are coordinates, regulated, and integrated by the nervous system. The entire 

neural network of the body relies on the transmission of nervous impulses. Nervous 

impulses are electrochemical stimuli that travel from cell to cell as they send information 

from one area of the body to another. The speed at which this occurs is almost 

instantaneous, thus providing an immediate response change. (Figure -1. )                      

   

Muscles                                                                                                                           

Muscle tissue is composed of contractile cells or fibers that provide movement of an 

organ or body part. Muscles contribute to posture, produce body heat, and act as a 

protective covering for internal organs. Muscles make up the bulk of the body. They have 

the ability to be excited by a stimulus, contract, relax, and return to their original size and 

shape. Whether muscles are attached to bones or to internal organs and blood vessels, 

their primary responsibility is movement. Apparent motion provided by muscles include 

walking and talking. Less apparent motion include the passage and elimination of food 

through the digestive system, propulsion of blood through the arteries, and contraction of 

the bladder to eliminate urine. (Figure -2 .)                                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure -1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-2 

 

 

 

 

 



Never Cell (Neuron): 

Nerve Cell: Is a basic unit of nervous system. It carries electrical 

impulses. The human nervous system consist of billions of nerve 

cells plus supporting (neuroglial) cells. Neurons are able to 

respond and stimuli and conduct impulses because a membrane 

potential is established across the cell membrane. 

Nerve Cell Parts:  

1. Dendrites: responsible for receiving the information from 

other neurons, it also collects and stores all incoming 

information from axon terminals. 

2. Axon: it carries impulse away from the cell. 

3. Soma(cell body):it contains the nucleus,mitochondria, 

ribosome. It responsible for metabolic work of neuron. 

4. Presynaptic terminals: they are the end point of axon, which 

is responsible for releasing chemicals to communicate with 

other neurons. 

Nerve Cell Functions: 

1. Communication and coordination. 

2. Sensory nerves which carries the message to brain. 

3. Allows us to react to a stimulus. 

4. The conduct electrical impulses away from the neuron's cell 

body. 

5. It carries messages from other neurons to cell body. 

6. A receptor cell receives the stimulus and generals electrical 

activity in neighboring nerve cell. 

The efferent sensory neuron conducts a specific affecter 

system, which may be muscle or a gland. 

 

Nerve Cells: 

1. Multipolar neurons: most common in CNC include cell motor 

neurons and interneurons of the brain, cerebellum and spinal 

cord. Projecting from the cell body of a multipolar neuron are 

numerous branched dendrites. On the opposite side of the 

multipolar neuron is a single axon. 

2. Bipolar neurons: these are not a common and are purely 

sensory neurons. In bipolar neurons, a single dendrite and a 

single axon are associated with the cell body. Bipolar neurons 



are found in the retina of the eye, in the organs of hearing and in 

the inner eye, and in the upper region of the nose. 

3. Bipolar neurons: most neurons in the adult organism that 

exhibit only one process leaving the cell body were initially 

bipolar during embryonic development. The two neuronal 

processes fuse during later development and form on process. 

The bipolar neurons (formally called pseudo unipolar neurons) 

are also sensory. Unipolar neurons are found in numerous 

sensory ganglia of cranial and spinal nerves . 
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Nerve fibers classification and their functions:  

some signals need to be transmitted to or from the central 

nervous system extremely rapidlly, otherwise, the information 

would be useless .  

General classification of nerve fiber : Type A fiber : 

1- These fibers are the thickest and fastest conducting  , their 

diameter 1.5-20 micron and they are myelinated . 

2- Their speed of conduction is 4-120m/sec ,which shows 

that they have areally fast condution of impulse.  

3- Examples of type A fibers are skeletal motor fibera 

,fusimotor fiber and afferent fibers to skin . 

4- Type A fibers are farther subdivided into α , β, γ , and δ 

Ribers  

5- Functions:- 

Aα             motor skeletal muscle  

                  primary muscle spindle 

A β            Cutaneous Touch  

                  pressure afferent  

                  proprioception 

A γ            motor to muscle spindle 

A δ            cutaneous touch  

                  cutaneous cold temperature 

                  pricking pain 

Type B fibers  

1- These Ribers are medium in size ,i ,e They are smaller 

than type A fibers but larger than type c ,their diameter 

(1.5-3.5) micron and they are they are myelinated.  

2-  Their speed of conduction is 3-15 m/sec ,which shows 

that they are slower than type A fibers  

3-  Examples of type B fibers are preganglionic autonomic 

efferent. 

4- Function :- Sympathetic preganglionic 



Type C Fiber 

1- These fiber are the smallest and thinnest ,their diameter of  

0.1-2 micron and they are non-myelinated  

2- Their speed conduction is 0,5-4m/sec ,which shows that 

they have the slowest conduction . 

3- Examples of type C fibers are postganglionic autonomic 

efferent and efferent fibers to skin . 

4- Function :- Sympathetic postganglionic  

- crude touch and pressure  

- Tickle 

- Aching pain  

- cold and warm temperature 

NOTE :- 

A few large myelinated fibers can transmit impulses as 

velocities as great as 120 m/sec , a distance in 1 second that is 

longer than a football field . convesely the smallest fibers 

transmit impulses as slowely as 0.5m/sec requiring about 2 

second to go from the big toe to the spindle card. 

Sensory Classification 

Group Ia Fibers from annulospiral endings of muscle spindles 

coverage about 17 microns in diameter :these are α type A fiber 

in the general classification. 

Group Ib Fiber from the golgitendon organs Caverage about 

16 miciometes in diameter : these also are α type A fiber . 

Group ll Fibers from most discrete cutaneous tactile receptors 

and from the flower-spray endings of the muscle spindles 

caverage about 8 micrometer in diameter , these are β and γ type 

A fibers in the general classification . 



Group III Fibers carrying temperature ,crude touch, and 

carerage about 3 micrometers in diameter: they are δ - type A 

fibers in the general classification.  

Group IV unmyelinated fibers carrying pain ,itch ,temperature, and 

crude touch sensations (0,5 to 2) micrometers in diameter they are type C 

fibers in the general classification . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Types 

of 

fibers 

Function 

Aα -motor skeletal muscle  

-primary muscle spindle 

 

Aβ 

-Cutaneous Touch  

-pressure afferent  

-proprioception 

Aγ -motor to muscle spindle 

Aδ -cutaneous touch  

-cutaneous cold temperature 

-pricking pain 

B -Sympathetic preganglionic 

C Sympathetic postganglionic  

 -crude touch and pressure  

 -Tickle 

 -Aching pain  

 -cold and warm temperature 

 


